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GENERAL NOTES

Fiction, poetry and drama are not included in this bibliography. However, materials about fiction, poetry and drama are listed in the "Literature and the Arts" section. Also, many of the gay periodicals listed here have fiction and poetry in them.

This bibliography does not include citations of materials from gay periodicals, whether individual articles or entire issues on special topics. There is simply too much valuable material in gay periodicals for listing in a selective bibliography, and it seemed fairer to exclude the whole field rather than try to make choices.

This list is limited to materials published in the U.S. and Canada. Most of the books and pamphlets are from publishers listed in the back of BOOKS IN PRINT, which can be consulted in most libraries and bookstores. Addresses are given here for those book and pamphlet publishers not listed in BOOKS IN PRINT (and for a few of those that are, for the reader's convenience).

Price, where given, is for a single copy of the item including mailing charges. Ask the publisher or distributor about quantity prices.

To save space, these city abbreviations are used here (but should not be used on mail): DC = Washington, D.C.; LA = Los Angeles, Calif.; NYC = New York, N.Y.; SF = San Francisco, Calif. State abbreviations are those used by the U.S. Postal Service.

NOTE ON COPYRIGHT AND COPYING

This bibliography was prepared by gay people who donated their time and efforts. Still, there were heavy expenses, not only for printing but also for the various costs of collecting materials and checking information by mail and telephone. We must sell enough copies of this edition of the bibliography to recover our expenses and assure future editions. So if additional copies are needed, they should be bought from us (rates and address on back page). Reproducing our bibliography, besides violating copyright law, would only benefit the copy-machine companies which have not put out any of the expense and effort necessary to produce this list.

Reproduction of this list or any part of it in any form is therefore expressly prohibited without advance written permission from the Gay Task Force of ALA. Help us to keep on helping you, by getting additional copies of our bibliography from us, not from copiers!

GENERAL


ABOUT OUR CHILDREN. Parents & Friends of Gays, 1980. [Pamphlet has parts translated into Spanish, French, Chinese & Japanese.] (25¢ prepaid from Parents & Friends of Gays, Box 24565, LA 90024.)


Clarke, Lige and Jack Nichols. ROOMMATES CAN'T ALWAYS BE LOVERS: AN INTIMATE GUIDE TO MALE-MALE RELATIONSHIPS. St. Martin's, 1974.


Fairchild, Betty. PARENTS OF GAYS. Privately printed, 3rd revision, 1979. ($1.35 prepaid from Lambda Rising, 2012 "S" St. NW, DC 20009.)


(continued)

Grier, Barbara and Coletta Reid, editors. THE LAVENDER GROWING UP GAY. Youth Liberation Press, 2nd ed., 1978. ($2 prepaid from Youth Liberation Press, Box 524, Brooklyn, NY 11215.)

Hanneck, Frances and John Cunningham. A WAY OF LOVE, A WAY OF LIFE: A YOUNG PERSON'S INTRODUCTION TO WHAT IT MEANS TO BE GAY. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard (Morrow), 1979.


JEB. EYE TO EYE: PORTRAITS OF LESBIANS. Photographs by JEB. ($10.50 prepaid from Glad Hag Books, Box 2934, DC 20012.)


Jay, Karla and Allen Young, editors, AFTER YOU'RE OUT: TOWARD LESBIANISM. Simon & Schuster, 1974; Morrow.


Jay, Karla and Allen Young, editors. OUT OF THE CLOSETS: VOICES OF GAY LIBERATION. Douglas Books, 1972; Jove/PHI.


Klaich, Dolores. WOMAN PLUS WOMAN: ATTITUDES TOWARD LESBIANISM. Simon & Schuster, 1974; Morrow.


Martin, Del and Phyllis Lyon. LESBIAN/QUERON. Glide, 1972; Bantam.


Ogg, Elizabeth. CHANGING VIEWS OF HOMOSEXUALITY. Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 1978. ($6.95 prepaid from Public Affairs Committee, 381 Park Ave. South, NYC 10016.)

Ortlev, Charles and Richard Fiala. RELAX! THIS BOOK IS ONLY A PHASE YOU'RE GOING THROUGH. Gay Cartoons from Christopher Street, 1978.


WE'LL DO IT OURSELVES: COMBATING SEXISM IN EDUCATION. [Includes five articles on gay issues.] Student Committee, Study Commission on Undergraduate Education & the Education of Teachers, 1974. (50¢ prepaid from Nebraska Curriculum Development Center, Andrews Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68508.)


YOUNG, GAY AND PROUD! Alyson Publications, 1980. [U.S. edition of a booklet originally published under same title in 1978 by the Gay Teachers & Students Group of Melbourne, Australia.] ($3.50 prepaid from Alyson Publications, 75 Kneeland, Rm. 309, Boston, MA 02111.)

RELIGION


(continued)
RELIGION

Blair, Ralph. AN EVANGELICAL LOOK AT HOMOSEXUALITY. Privately printed, 1972. ($1.50 prepaid from author at 30 E. 60th, NYC 10022.)

Blair, Ralph. HOMOPHOBIA IN THE CHURCHES. Privately printed, 1979. ($2 prepaid from author at 30 E. 60th, NYC 10022.)


THE CHURCH AND HOMOSEXUALITY. United Presbyterian Church USA, 190th General Assembly, 1978. ($1 prepaid from UPC-USA, 475 Riverside Dr., NYC 10027.)


EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES ON HOMOSEXUALITY. Committee on Homosexuality, Dept. of Church & Ministry, Connecticut Conference of United Church of Christ, 1977. (Temporarily out of print; inquire: Conn. Conference Office-UCC, 125 Sherman St., Hartford, CT 06105.)


"Gays in the Church: Is There a Place?" Issue of The Witness 61, October 1978.


Gearhart, Sally and William R. Johnson, editors. LOVING THE GAY PERSON'S LONELY SEARCH FOR ANSWERS. Special issue of THE GAY PERSON'S LONELY SEARCH FOR ANSWERS. Special issue of Gays in the Church Speak for Themselves. Issue of Gays in the Church: Is There a Place? Issue of Gays in the Church: Is There a Place?


Mickel, Richard R. PRISON MINISTRY HANDBOOK. Office of Institutional Ministry, Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches, 3rd ed. 1980. ($3.50 prepaid from Universal Fellowship Press, 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., LA 90029.)


Nugent, Robert and Jeannine Gramick, editors. A TIME TO SPEAK. [Statements from Catholic sources on homosexuality, gay ministry & social justice.] New Ways Ministry, 1978. ($1 prepaid from New Ways Ministry, 3312 Buchanan, #302, Mt. Rainier, MD 20822.)


Pieron, Jim. THE CHRISTIAN COUNSELOR AND THE HOMOSEXUAL CLIENT. [Presentation at Christian Assoc. for Psychological Studies, June 1979.] ($1 prepaid from author at Box 2140, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.)

Pieron, Jim. HOMOSEXUALITY AND THE MIRACLE MAKERS. Privately printed, 1979. ($1.50 prepaid from author at Box 2140, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.)


PROLOGUE: AN EXAMINATION OF THE MORMON ATTITUDE TOWARDS HOMOSEXUALITY. Prometheus Enterprises, 1978. ($5.50 prepaid from Cosmic Aeroplane Bookstore, 258 East First South, Salt Lake City, UT 84111.)

RELIGIOUS SUPPORT PACKET. [Statements on gay rights by groups, churches & officials in the religious community.] ($2 prepaid from National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011.)

Salvatorian Gay Ministry Task Force. MINISTRY /USA: A MODEL FOR MINISTRY TO THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY. 2nd ed. 1976. ($2 prepaid from National Center for Gay Ministry, 3517 W. Burleigh, Milwaukee, WI 53218.)


THEOLOGICAL-PASTORAL RESOURCES. [Packet of Catholic-oriented materials on homosexuality.] ($2 prepaid from Dignity, Inc., Suite 11, 1500 Mass. Ave NW, DC 20005.)


See also: Boswell, Boyd. Goodich and Perry in "History and Biography" section; Berzon-Leighton and Crew in "General" section; list of GAY CAUCUSES AND SYNAGOGUES ... in "Bibliographies and Directories" section; A POSITION OF FAITH in "Films and Filmstrips" section.


Bode, Janet. VIEW FROM ANOTHER CLOSET: EXPLORING HOMOSEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN WOMEN. Hawthorn Books, 1976; Pocketbooks.


Bullough, Vern L. "Challenges to Societal Attitudes Toward Homosexual Behavior in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries." Social Science Quarterly 58 (June 1977): 29-44.


Clark, Don. LOVING SOMEONE GAY. Celestial Arts, 1977; Signet/NAL.


HOMOSEXUALITY. SIECUS Study Guide No. 2. Sex Information & Education Council of the U.S., Revised 1976. ($1.35 prepaid from Human Sciences Press, 72 Sth Ave., NYC 10011.)


Humphreys, Laud. TEAROOM TRADE: IMPERSONAL SEX IN PUBLIC PLACES. Aldine, expanded ed., 1975.


O'Donnell, Mary et al. LESBIAN HEALTH MATTERS! Santa Cruz Women's Health Collective, 1979. ($3.75 prepaid from Santa Cruz Women's Health Center, 250 Locust, Santa Cruz, CA 95060.)


(continued)


Sindt, David B. GAY PEOPLE AND FOSTER CARE. Privately printed, 1974. ($1 prepaid from author at 1331 W. Cornelia St., Chicago, IL 60657.)


Tripp, C.A. THE HOMOSEXUAL MATRIX. McGraw-Hill, 1975; Signet/NAL.


Weinberg, George. SOCIETY AND THE HEALTHY HOMOSEXUAL. St. Martin's, 1972; Anchor/Doubleday.


Clarke, Lige and Jack Nichols. I HAVE MORE FUN WITH YOU THAN ANYBODY. St. Martin's, 1972.


Cruikshank, Margaret, editor. THE LESBIAN PATH. [37 autobiographical sketches.] Angel Press, 1980. ($6.95 prepaid from Caroline House, 2 Ellis Pl., Ossining, NY 10562.)


Fone, Byrne R.S. HIDDEN HERITAGE: HISTORY AND THE GAY IMAGINATION. Avocaton Publishers, 1979. (Avocaton, 50 King St., NYC 10014.)
Grier, Barbara and Coletta Reid, editors. LESBIAN LIVES. Diana Press, 1975.
Kopay, David with Perry Desane Young. THE DAVID KOPAY STORY. Arbor House, 1977; Bantam.
"Lesbian History Issue." Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 4, no. 3, Fall 1979. (Frontiers, Women Studies Program, University of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309; individuals $3.75 prepaid, institutions $8 prepaid.)
Mellow, R. CHARMED CIRCLE: GERTRUDE STEIN & COMPANY. Praeger, 1974; Avon.
Miller, Merle. ON BEING DIFFERENT: WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A HOMOSEXUAL. Random House, 1971; Popular Library.
Millett, Kate. FLYING. Knopf, 1974; Ballantine.
LAW AND CIVIL RIGHTS

This section does not list the many fine individual articles from law journals or from other periodicals (such as the Journal of Homosexuality) which include law-related materials. For articles, the reader is directed in particular to the Knutson book and the "Symposium" issue of Hastings Law Journal. Both of these have excellent articles which in turn contain references to many other law articles. One exception here is the O'Leary-Voeller item which is listed below


Bogdan, E. Lawrence. THE RIGHTS OF GAY PEOPLE (An American Civil Liberties Union Handbook). Avon, 1975; Dutton. [This book is out of print because its information is out of date. A revision will be available in late 1980 or early 1981; contact American Civil Liberties Union, 132 W. 43rd St., NYC 10036.]


Curry, F. Hayden and Denis Clifford. A LEGAL GUIDE FOR GAY AND LESBIAN COUPLES. Addison-Wesley, 1980 (fall).

DeBaugh, R. Adam. WRITING TO CONGRESS. [Tips for contacting representatives in Congress.] (25¢ prepaid from Washington Field Office, Metropolitan Community Churches, 110 Maryland Ave. NE, Suite 201, DC 20002.)

DIGEST ON GAY RIGHTS 1: HUMAN/CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION. [Background, lists of supporting groups, public opinion; both U.S. & Canada.] (Gays for Equality, Box 27 UMSU, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man., Canada R3T 2N2; U.S. orders, 2 International Postal Reply Coupons; Canada orders, 50¢ postage.)


DISTAL REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON SEXUAL PREFERENCE. State of Oregon, Dept. of Human Resources, December 1978. (Available from Holly Hart [chairperson of the Task Force], 6915 SW Florence, Portland, OR 97223; $4 prepaid book rate, $3 each additional copy, $6.50 prepaid first class.)

GAY CIVIL RIGHTS SUPPORT PACKET. [Statements from organizations in science, religion, law, health, government, etc.] ($2 prepaid from National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011.)

A GAY PARENTS' LEGAL GUIDE TO CHILD CUSTODY. Anti-Sexist Committee, San Francisco-Bay Area National Lawyers Guild, 3rd ed., 1980. [How legal system works in custody matters; personal decisions such as coming out & dealing with spouse; how to choose a lawyer.] ($2.40 prepaid from National Lawyers Guild, 558 Capp St., SF 94110.)

GAY PARENTS' SUPPORT PACKET. [Information on child custody problems & strategies; cases that have won; resources list; studies of children of gays, etc.] ($2.50 prepaid from National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011.)

GAY RIGHTS PROTECTIONS IN U.S. AND CANADA. [List of law changes, revised quarterly.] (National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011; free for self-addressed envelope #10 size with U.S. postage or small coin donation to cover.)


GAY TEACHERS SUPPORT PACKET. [Statements on rights of gay teachers, from professional groups, school boards, etc.] ($2 prepaid from National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011.)

Gengle, Dean. "Szasz on Gay Rights, Psychiatry and Liberty." The Illinois Libertarian, December 1979. (Reprints $1 prepaid from Jim Peron, Box 2140, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137.)


Gibson, Gifford. Gay Guy with the collaboration of Mary Jo Risher. BY HER OWN ADMISSION: A LESBIAN MOTHER'S FIGHT TO KEEP HER SON. Doubleday, 1977.

Hodgdon, Virginia et al., editors. 1980 GAY CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION IN MASSACHUSETTS. Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus, 1980. [Background information for legislators; support statements; etc.] ($1 prepaid from MGPC, 118 Mass. Ave. — Box 179, Boston, MA 02115.)

Jay, Eric. WILL MY SUPPORT FOR GAY CIVIL RIGHTS COST ME MY POLITICAL CAREER? Gay Rights National Lobby and National Gay Task Force, 1980. [Study of consequences for legislators at all government levels who have supported gay rights.] ($3 prepaid from Gay Rights National Lobby, Box 1892, DC 20013.)


THE LAW AND THE HOMOSEXUALLY-ORIENTED PERSON. [Of value only in Canada.] (Available free from Gays for Equality, Box 27 UMSU, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man., Canada R3T 2N2.)

LEGAL PROTECTIONS AGAINST SEXUAL ORIENTATION DISCRIMINATION, CITY OF SEATTLE—INFORMATION SHEET. (Available for stamped reply envelope #10 size from Seattle Office of Women's Rights, 400 Yesler, 3rd floor, Seattle, WA 98104.)

A LEGISLATIVE GUIDE TO GAY RIGHTS. Portland Town Council, 1976. [Deals with legislators' objections to gay rights laws; basic material on homosexuality including young gays & gays in education; legislative history; support statements.] ($5 prepaid, flawed copies $2.50, from Portland Town Council, 320 SW Stark, #506, Portland, OR 97204.)

LESBIAN RIGHTS HANDBOOK. Lesbian Rights Project, 1980 (June). [Employment, wills, shared property, crisis issues, housing, rights of young lesbians, lesbian businesses, etc.] (Lesbian Rights Project, 1370 Mission St., SF 94103.)


Rainey, Ralph. GAY RIGHTS: A LIBERTARIAN APPROACH. The Libertarian Party, 1976. (50¢ prepaid from Libertarian Party, 2300 Wisconsin Ave. NW, DC 20007.)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION REPORT. State of Michigan, Dept. of Civil Rights, 1977. (Available from Ruth Rasmussen, Director, Dept. of Civil Rights, Senate Office Building, 125 W. Allegan, Lansing, MI 48913; send 9 x 12 reply envelope with 53¢ postage.)

SEXUAL PREFERENCE STUDY, City of Tulsa, Dept. of Human Rights, 1976. (Dept. of Human Rights, Rm. 216, 200 Civic Center, Tulsa, OK 74103.)
See also: Mickley in "Religion" section; Humphreys and Williams-Weinberg (HOMOSEXUALS AND THE MILITARY) in "Human Sciences" section; Conrad in "Bibliographies and Directories" section; Berzon-Leighton, Brown, Fisher, Jay-Young (AFTER YOU'RE OUT), Martin-Lyon, Simpson and Vida in "General" section; IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN and SANDY AND MADELEINE'S FAMILY in "Films and Filmstrips" section.

LITERATURE AND THE ARTS

Adams, Stephen D. THE HOMOSEXUAL AS HERO IN CONTEMPORARY FICTION. Barnes and Noble, 1980 (June).


"Homosexuality and the Theatre." Six articles in Canadian Theatre Review #12, Fall 1976. ($3.50 prepaid from Canadian Theatre Review, 4700 Keele St., Downsview, Ont., Canada M3J 1P3.)

"Lesbian Art and Artists." Issue of Heresies: A Feminist Publication on Art and Politics #3, Fall 1977. (Temporarily out of print; inquire: Heresies, Box 766 Canal St. Sta., NYC 10013.)

LESBIAN WRITERS CONFERENCES—KEYNOTE SPEECHES. "For My Granddaughters..." by Valerie Taylor (1974); "The Possibilities Are Staggering" by Barbara Grier (1975); "Print Is Our Medium" by Beth Hodges (1976). Womanpress, 1977. ($3 prepaid from Womanpress, Box 59330, Chicago, IL 60659.)


Rodgers, Bruce. GAY TALK: A (SOMETIMES OUTRAGEOUS) DICTIONARY OF GAY SLANG. Perargon (Putnam's), 1979. [Originally published as the QUEENS' VERNACULAR; Straight Arrow Books, 1972.]

Rule, Jane. LESBIAN IMAGES. Doubleday, 1975; Pocketbooks.


See also: Becker, and the many biographies of artists, in "History and Biography" section; Klein in "Human Sciences" section; Crew, Grier-Reid, Jay-Young (LAVENDER CULTURE), Katz, Klach and Vida in "General" section; Damon, Helbing, Kuda, St. John, and Young in "Bibliographies and Directories" section.

GAY/LESBIAN MOVEMENT

Altman, Dennis. COMING OUT IN THE SEVENTIES. Wild and Woolley, 1980. (Wild and Woolley, Box 10711, Eugene, OR 97440.)

Altman, Dennis. HOMOSEXUALITY: OPPRESSION AND LIBERATION. Outerbridge (Dutton), 1971; Avon.


Fademar, Lilian and Brigitte Eriksson, editors-translators. LESBIAN-FEMINISM IN TURN OF THE CENTURY GERMANY. Naiad Press, 1980 (Sept.).


GAY/LESBIAN MOVEMENT continued)


Levin, James D., editor. THE GAY RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. [Collection of 12,000 documentary items, on microfilm, with printed guide.] Scholarly Resources, 1980.


Raimondo, Justin. IN PRAISE OF OUTLAWS: REBUILDING GAY LIBERATION. Students for a Libertarian Society, 1979. ($1.50 prepaid from Students for a Libertarian Society, 1620 Montgomery St., SF 94111.)


WORKING PAPERS ON GAY/LESBIAN LIBERATION AND SOCIALISM. New American Movement, 1979. ($1.50 prepaid from New American Movement, 3244 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60657.)

A great deal of material about the movement is in books listed in the "General" section, especially: Abbott-Love, Brown, Gay, Grier-Reid, Jay-Young (all 3 anthologies), Katz, Levine, Lewis, Martin-Lyon, Richmond-Noguera, and Vida.

PERIODICALS

Each entry is given in the following form: title; description; address; how often published; notes on microfilm, on outside indexing, on editions for the print-disabled; sample copy price . . . . Remember to add "Canada" or "USA" on mail from outside the country . . . . For national organizations with chapters or branches—e.g., Dignity, Integrity—only the national periodicals are listed . . . . Most gay periodicals have lesbian material and lesbian readers . . . . Abbreviations in this section: API = Alternative Press Index (Box 7229, Baltimore, MD 21218); SSE = stamped self-addressed envelope (use only #10 business-letter size—no little envelopes); city abbreviations as noted at head of bibliography.

Please remember that this bibliography, including this section, is copyrighted. Reproduction is restricted by law. Also, copying this will benefit only the copy-machine companies, which have not put out any of the expense and effort needed to collect and verify all this information. Bulk rates for this bibliography are on the back page.
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Arlington, VA 22206-0124; quarterly; sample free.

Retrospective on Gay and Lesbian Issues Newsletter; national to members; c/o Berger, 142 Dunning St., Madison, WI 53704; quarterly; sample 50¢.

At Atlantic; Atlantic Lesbian-Feminist Alliance newsletter; Box 5502, Atlanta, GA 30307; monthly; sample 50¢.

Atlanta Gay Central; Atlanta Gay Center newsletter; Box 13723, Atlanta, GA 30324; monthly; sample free.

Azalea; magazine by & for Third World lesbians; c/o Joan Gibbs, 306 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11238; quarterly; sample $2.

BAPHRON (Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights Official Newsletter); journal of gay health issues; Box 14563, SF 94114; monthly; sample free.

B.A.R. (Bay Area Reporter); SF-Bay Area gay paper; 1528 15th St., SF 94103; biweekly; sample 75¢.

Because We Care; newsletter of Integrity/Houston (not affiliated with Episcopal organization Integrity); Houston area gay news; Box 16041, Houston, TX 77022; monthly; sample free.

LeBerdache; Québécois-French-language gay news, analysis & reviews; CP 36, Suceurscule C, Montreal, Qué. H2L 4J7; monthly; sample 60¢.

Big Mama Rag; national feminist newsmagazine with substantial lesbian content; 1724 Gaylord, Denver, CO 80206; monthly; indexed in API; sample 50¢.

The Blade; metro Wash.-Baltimore lesbian/gay/bisexual paper; B.C.I., 2430 Penna. Ave. NW, #225, DC 20037; biweekly; sample free to area residents, 35¢ elsewhere.

Blazing Star; Chicago lesbian-feminist paper, published as section of GayLife [which see].

The Body Politic; Canadian gay men's and women's magazine, international circulation; Box 7289 Sta. A, Toronto, Ont. M5W 1X9; 10 issues/yr.; microfilm, MacLaren Micropublishing (Box 972 F. St., Toronto, Ont. M4Y 2N9); indexed in API; sample $1.

Bondings; Catholic gay ministry newsletter; New Ways Ministry, 3312 Buchanan, #302, Mt. Rainier, MD 20822; 4-5 issues/yr.; sample 25¢.

Boozy's; paper for rural gays of Atlantic Canada; R.R. #1, Paradise, Nova Scotia B0S 1R0; quarterly; sample free.

Boston Gay Review; reviews and criticism of gay culture & media, emphasis on small presses; Box 277 Astor Sta., Boston, MA 02123; quarterly; sample $1.
(PERIODICALS continued)


Business and Professional Association Newsletter; serves gay business & professional people in LA; c/o Melvin Crosby, CPA, 8732 Sunset Blvd., #280, LA 90069; monthly; sample free.

COGS Newsletter; Coalition of Gay Sisters calendar & news briefs for Wash.-Balto. area; Box 222, Columbia, MD 21045; monthly; sample free.

Calendar; magazine of gay mid-America; Box 1515, Kansas City, MO 64141; monthly; sample 75¢.

Capitol Forum News; serving Oregon-Idaho-Washington; Box 663, Salem, OR 97308; monthly; sample free.

Capitol Hill; Gay Rights National Lobby newsletter; GRNL, Suite 611, 930 F St. NW, DC 20004; bimonthly; sample free.

Caucus Comments; newsletter of National Caucus of Gay & Lesbian Counselors; Box 14662, SF 94114; 3 issues/yr.; sample $1.

Cellmate; Metropolitan Community Churches-affiliated paper for prisoners & corrections workers; 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., LA 90029; monthly; audio tape free on request per issue; sample free.

Challenge; Gay Activist Alliance (northern N.J.) newsletter; Box 137, Convent Station, NJ 07961; monthly; sample free.

Changes; central Florida lesbian-feminist newsletter; Box 1441, Winter Park, FL 32789; monthly; sample 50¢.

The Cheery Chalkboard; Gay Teachers of Los Angeles newsletter; Box 10024, Glendale, CA 91209; monthly; sample free.

Christopher Street; gay literary & soft news magazine; 250 W. 57th, Suite 417, NYC 10019; monthly; sample $2.50.

The Community News; sexual minority newspaper for western Penna.; 121 S. Highland Ave., Suite 817; Pittsburgh, PA 15206; monthly; sample free.

The Community Voice; south central Kansas gay/lesbian paper; Box 13013, Wichita, KS 67213; monthly; sample free.

Conditions; women's literary journal emphasizing writing by lesbians; Box 56 Van Brunt Sta., Brooklyn, NY 11215; 2 issues/yr.; indexed in AP; sample $3 individuals, $5 institutions.

Connections; central Texas lesbian/gay paper; Gay Community Services, 2330 Guadalupe #7, Austin, TX 78705; quarterly; sample free.

Dnu-Boy Magazine; local news & directory of southern Calif. gay services & businesses; 7512 Santa Monica Blvd., W. Hollywood, CA 90046; biweekly; sample $1.

Dialog; Dallas Gay Political Caucus newsletter; Box 5094, Richardson, TX 75080; monthly; sample free.

Dignity; gay Catholic newsletter, US & Canada; Suite 11, 1500 Mass. Ave. NW, DC 20005; monthly; sample free.

Dinah; Cincinnati lesbian-feminist journal; Box 1485, Cincinnati, OH 45201; bimonthly; sample 50¢.

The Dorian Group Newsletter; gay news & social events for Washington State; 526 Smith Tower, Seattle, WA 98104; monthly; sample free.

The Empire Gazette; Pacific Northwest gay/lesbian news & features; Box 1222, Spokane, WA 99210; monthly; sample 75¢.

The Empty Closet; upstate New York gay newspaper; 713 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY 14607; 11 issues/yr.; sample free.

Esplanade; New England gay male-oriented paper; Box 93 Hanover Sta., Boston, MA 02113; biweekly; sample $1.

F.C.G.C. Newsletter; for Quaker lesbians & gay men & their friends in North America; Box 222, Sunnytown, PA 18084; 5 issues/yr.; sample for donation.

Fag Rag; countercultural gay male journal; Box 331 Kenmore Sta., Boston, MA 02215; 8 issues/yr.; indexed in AP; sample $2.

Fellowship Newsletter; Kentucky & southern Indiana newsletter; Box 8415, Louisville, KY 40208; monthly; sample free.

Feminary; Southern feminist journal, emphasizing lesbian work; Box 954, Chapel Hill, NC 27514; 3 issues/yr.; audio tape from Feminist Taping for Handicapped Readers, Box 6516, DC 20009; sample $2.75.
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Fifth Freedom; Buffalo gay community paper; Box 155 Ellicott Sta., Buffalo, NY 14203; monthly; sample free.

Focus; New England lesbian journal; 1151 Mass. Ave., 3rd fl., Cambridge, MA 02138; bimonthly; sample $1.55.

Fox Tales; Fox Valley Gay Association newsletter; Box 393, Elgin, IL 60120; monthly; sample free.

Free Spirit; Phoenix area newsletter for gays/bisexuals; Box 117, Tempe, AZ 85281; monthly; sample free.

The Front Page; news & entertainment for N. Carolina gay community; Box 25642, Raleigh, NC 27611; biweekly; sample free.

Full Circle; northern New England women's newsletter with some lesbian content; Box 295, Contoocook, NH 03229; monthly; sample $1.

GAE Newsletter; Gulf Alliance for Equality paper serving Mississippi-Alabama-Florida coast; Box 414, Mobile, AL 36601; issued irregularly; sample for SSE.

GALA Newsletter; Wyoming lesbian/gay news & calendar; Box 1542, Cheyenne, WY 82001; monthly; sample free.

GALA Review; Gay Atheist League of America magazine concerned with organized religion's attitudes towards gays; Box 14142, SF 94114; monthly; sample free.

G.L.A.D. Briefs; non-technical news on gay/lesbian legal issues; 2 Park Sq., Rm. 400, Boston, MA 02116; quarterly; sample free.

The GLC Voice; serving Twin Cities & Midwest gay/lesbian community; 4 W. 26th, Minneapolis, MN 55408; monthly; sample 50¢.

Go Info; Ottawa gay political & social paper, partly French-language; Box 2919 Sta. D, Ottawa, Ont. K1P 5W9; monthly; sample free.

GPU News; national news-feature magazine for lesbians & gay men; Box 92203, Milwaukie, WI 53202; monthly; sample $1.

GRAND Newsletter; gay news for Notre Dame alumni; Box 4735, Chicago, IL 60680; issued irregularly; sample free.

G.U. Informer; Gays United of the Quad Cities newsletter; Box 444, Rock Island, IL 61201; monthly; sample free.

Gay Academic Union Newsletter; news for gay academics, students & professionals; Box 927, LA 90028; quarterly; sample $1.50.

Gay Activist; New York's militant gay voice; Box 2 Village Sta., NYC 10014; issued irregularly; sample 50¢.

Gay Alaska; Alaska & national coverage & circulation; Box 1581, Anchorage, AK 99510; monthly; sample free.

Gay Archivist; Canadian Gay Archives newsletter; Box 639 Sta. A, Toronto, Ont. M5W 1G2; annual; sample free.

Gay Books Bulletin; gay book reviews & scholarship; Gay Academic Union-NYC, Box 480 Lenox Hill Sta., NYC 10021; quarterly; sample $3.

The Gay Christian; international journal of gay theological issues; 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., LA 90029; quarterly; audio tape free on request per issue; sample $1.

Gay Community News; national gay/lesbian paper; 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108; weekly; microfilm, GCN/Microfilm, same address; indexed in AP; sample 50¢.

Gay Era; eastern Penna. gay news & features; 32 S. Prince, #6, Lancaster, PA 17603; issued irregularly; sample $1.

Gay Hawaii; lesbian/gay newsletter for Hawaii & South Pacific; Box 3151, Honolulu, HI 96802; monthly; sample 50¢.

Gay Health Reports; news for gay public health workers; 206 N. 35th, Philadelphia, PA 19104; 3 issues/yr.; sample $1.

Gay Horizons; Alberta gay/lesbian paper; Box 2715 Sta. M, Calgary, Alta. T2P 3C1; bimonthly; sample 55¢ in Canada, 60¢ in US (in coin or international postal money order only).

Gay Insurgent; journal of gay liberation research; Box 2337, Philadelphia, PA 19103; 3 issues/yr.; sample $2, foreign $3.

Gay Legislation News; Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus newsletter; 118 Mass. Ave.—Box 179, Boston, MA 02115; bimonthly; sample free.

Gay Light; central New York gay/lesbian paper; 305 W. Onondaga, Syracuse, NY 13202; 10 issues/yr.; sample free.

(continued)
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The Gay Lutheran; Lutherans Concerned newsletter covering church-gay relations in all denominations; Box 19114-A, LA 90019; monthly; sample for SSE.

Gay Madison; lesbian/gay paper; 306 N. Brooks, Madison, WI '53715; issued irregularly; sample 50¢.

Gay News (Cleveland); national news & features with Cleveland emphasis; Masco Communications, 233 S. 13th, Philadelphia, PA 19107; monthly; sample $1.

Gay News (Philadelphia); national news & features with Philadelphia emphasis; Masco Communications, 233 S. 13th, Philadelphia, PA 19107; biweekly; sample $1.

Gay Opinion; independent NYC newsletter; c/o Richard Ritter, 216 7th Ave., NYC 10011; monthly; sample 50¢.

The Gay Paper; Gay Community Center of Baltimore newspaper; Box 74; Baltimore, MD 21203; monthly; sample free.

Gay People in Medicine Newsletter; news for gay health professionals & students; 14650 Lee Rd., P.O. Box 131, Chantilly, VA 22021; quarterly; sample free.

Gay Political Caucus Newsletter; Texas gay paper from Houston GPC; Box 3887, Houston, TX 77001; bimonthly; sample free.


Gay Saskatchewan; newsletter for rural Canada, from Saskatchewan Gay Coalition; Box 7508, Saskatoon, Sask.; monthly; sample free.

Gay Scene; male-oriented paper; Regiment Publications, Box 274 Grand Central Sta., NYC 10017; monthly; sample $1.

Gay Studies Newsletter; Gay Caucus for the Modern Languages publication; c/o Roger Masse, New Mexico State University, Dept. of English Box 3E, Las Cruces, NM 88003; 2 issues/yr.; sample $1.

Gay Sunrise; gay male cultural/literary journal; Box 40397, SF 94140; quarterly; indexed in API; sample $2.50.

Gay Synagogue News; newsletter of Congregation Beth Simchat Torah; Box 1270 GPO, NYC, 10001; monthly; sample free.

Gay Teachers Association Newsletter; newsletter of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund; Box 891, Oak Park, IL 60303; bimonthly; sample free.

Gay Teachers of Maryland Newsletter; news for/about gay teachers in Maryland; Box 5604, Baltimore, MD 21210; quarterly; sample free.

Gay Time; British Columbia paper from Gay Alliance Toward Equality; Box 1463 St. A, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 2P7; bi-monthly; sample 25¢.

Gay Youth Community News; Bay Area & national newsletter for lesbian/gay youth; Box 14412, SF 94114; monthly; sample free.

Gaycon Press Newsletter; for & about gays in prison; 216 Eddy St., #203, SF 94140; monthly; sample free to prisoners.

Gay Life; Midwest’s leading gay paper, includes Blazing Star lesbian section; 409 N. Franklin, Chicago, IL 60610; weekly; sample 40¢.

Gaymin; newsletter of Gay Community Center of Colorado; Box 2024, Denver, CO 80201; monthly; sample for SSE.

Gayette; serving central Kentucky: Lexington Gay Services Organization, Box 11741, Lexington, KY 40511; monthly; sample 25¢.

Gaze: Memphis area lesbian/gay paper; Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38103; monthly; sample 25¢.

The Grapevine; newsletter of Lesbian Mothers’ Defence Fund (Canada); Box 38 Sta. E, Toronto, Ont. M6H 4E1; 3 issues/yr.; sample $1.

G'vani; bulletin of Congregation Beth Chayim Chadashim; 6000 W. Pico Blvd., LA 90035; monthly; sample free.

Here’s HOW; north central Penna. gay news from Homephiles of Williamsport; Box 1072, Williamsport, PA 17701; 10 issues/yr.; sample free.

High Gear; Ohio’s gay journal; Box 6177, Cleveland, OH 44101; monthly; sample 50¢.

Human Rights Advocates Newsletter; from legislative/lobby project of Texas Gay Task Force; Box 39406, San Antonio, TX 78239; monthly during Texas legislature sessions, occasionally at other times; sample free.

Impact; gay/lesbian New Orleans paper; L & M Productions, Box 52079, New Orleans, LA 70152; monthly; sample $1.

In Unity; Metropolitan Community Churches news magazine; 5300 Santa Monica Blvd., LA 90029; bimonthly; audio tape free on request per issue; sample $1.

Insight, lesbian/gay Christian opinion, focused on making gayness understandable to the non-gay reader; Box 5110 Grand Central Sta., NYC 10017; quarterly; select articles on audio tape from Ray Evans (c/o Dignity-NY, Box 1554 Roosevelt Sta., NYC 10022); sample $2.

Integrity Forum; newsletter of Integrity, national organization of gay Episcopalians; Box 891, Oak Park, IL 60303; bimonthly; sample free.

Into the Courts; national gay rights news; Gay Rights Advocates, 540 Castro, SF 94114; quarterly; sample, free.

It’s Time; National Gay Task Force newsletter, includes Action Report, formerly a separate publication; NGTF, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011; 10 issues/yr.; sample 25¢ plus SSE.

Journal of Homosexuality; for professionals and academics in behavioral and social sciences, health care, and law; c/o The Haworth Press, 149 5th Ave., NYC 10010; quarterly; indexed selectively in over 20 indexes and abstracts; no single samples.

Kater Street; Gay Community Center of Philadelphia newsletter; Box 15748, Philadelphia, PA 19103; monthly; sample for SSE.

Klondyke Kontakt; Alaska lesbian news; Box 188, Anchorage, AK 99510; issued irregularly; sample for donation.

Lambda (NYC); newsletter of Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund; 22 E. 40th, NYC 10016; 3 issues/yr.; sample free.

Lambda (N. Carolina); gay newsletter serving Triangle area; Carolina Gay Assoc., Box 39 Carolina Union, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27514; monthly; sample for SSE.

Lambda Letters; Iowa gay publication from Pride of Lambda; Box 265, Cedar Rapids, IA 52406; monthly; sample free.

Lambda News; northern Calif. lesbian/gay paper; Box 26044, San Jose, CA 95159; issued irregularly; sample for donation.

Lambda Newsletter; Birmingham gay paper; Box 73062, Birmingham, AL 35223; monthly; sample free.

The Lavender Express; New Jersey lesbian journal; Box 218, Kearny, NJ 07032; monthly; sample 50¢.

Lavender Prairie Newsletter; by & for central Illinois lesbians; Box 2096 Sta. A, Champaign, IL 61820; 10 issues/yr.; sample for donation.

The Leaping Lesbian; lesbian-feminist journal; Box 7715, Ann Arbor, MI 48107; bimonthly; sample $1.

Les’beeninformed; Lesbian Resource Center newsletter; 2104 Stevens Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55404; monthly; sample free.

Lesbian and Gay News; northern Calif., gay country newspaper; Box 4801, Santa Rosa, CA 95402; 11 issues/yr.; sample free.

Lesbian Connection; nationwide lesbian forum; c/o Ambitious Amazons, Box 811, East Lansing, MI 48823; issued every 6 weeks; sample for donation.

The Lesbian Feminist; newsletter mainly for New York metro area; 243 W. 20th, NYC 10011; quarterly; sample free.

Lesbian Feminist Flyer; Richmond gay newsletter; Box 7216, Richmond, VA 23221; monthly; sample free.

Lesbian Hirstory Archives News; bibliographies & news about collecting lesbian materials; Box 1286 GPO, NYC 10001; 2 issues/yr.; sample free.

The Lesbian News; LA community publication; Box 2023, Culver City, CA 90230; monthly; sample 50¢.
The Lesbian Tide; national lesbian-feminist newsmagazine; 1314 S. Tremaine, LA 90019; bimonthly; microfilm, Bell & Howell; indexed in API; sample 50¢.
The Longest Revolution; progressive feminist paper with some lesbian content; Box 350, San Diego, CA 92101; bimonthly; sample free.
MCGLR Lesbian/Gay Newsbriefs; political information service of Minnesota Committee for Gay & Lesbian Rights; Box 993, Main P.O., Minneapolis, MN 55401; monthly; sample free.
MOHR Information; Michigan Organization for Human Rights newsletter; 940 W. McNichols, Detroit, MI 48203; monthly; sample free.
Maine Lesbian-Feminist Newsletter; statewide bulletin; Box 125, Belfast, ME 04915; monthly; sample for SSE.
Mainly Gay; newsmagazine with political comment and humor; Box 4542, Portland, ME 04112; bimonthly; sample free.
Making a Difference; newsletter for gay/lesbian professionals in the field of aging; National Assoc. of Gay & Lesbian Gerontologists, 3312 Descanso Dr., LA 90026; quarterly; sample free.
Matrices; lesbian-feminist research newsletter; c/o Julia Penelope, Dept. of English, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588; 3 issues/yr.; sample free.
Metro Magazine; gay/lesbian tabloid for Michigan; Box 108, Washington, MI 48094; biweekly; sample $1.
Metro Star; Dallas/Ft. Worth gay paper; Star Ventures, 1343 S. Voss Rd., Houston, TX 77057; weekly; sample $1.
Mom. .. Guess What...?; northern Calif. gay/lesbian newspaper; Box 8170, Sacramento, CA 95818; monthly; sample $1.
Mom’s Apple Pie; Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund (US) Newsletter; Box 21567, Seattle, WA 98111; bimonthly; sample 25¢.
Montrose Star; Houston & east Texas gay paper; Star Ventures, 1343 S. Voss Rd., Houston, TX 77057; weekly; sample $1.
More Light; news for Presbyterians concerned for lesbians & gay men; Box 46412, LA 90046; bimonthly; sample free.
Mouse of the Dragon; gay male poetry & criticism journal; c/o Bifrost, Box 957, NY 10009; quarterly; indexed in Index of American Periodical Verse; sample $3.50 (checks to Bifrost).
NAGAP Newsletter; National Assoc. of Gay Alcoholism Professionals publication featuring news, resources, Q & A; Box 376, Oakland, NJ 07436; quarterly; sample free.
NW Fountain; Pacific Northwest gay paper; Box 417, Portland, OR 97207; sample 25¢.
A New Day; covers gay & women’s issues in Congress, also reports on Christian right wing; Washington Field Office, Metropolitan Community Churches, Suite 210, 110 Maryland Ave. NE, DC 20002; 8 issues/yr.; sample 30¢ postage.
News of the Columbus Gay and Lesbian Community; central Ohio gay bulletin; Gay Alliance, Box 8296, Columbus, OH 43201; monthly; sample for SSE.
Newsletter of the Gay Caucus of Members of the American Psychiatric Association; national publication for gay psychiatrists; c/o Lawrence Mass, #4A, 133 W. 17th, NY 10011; bimonthly; sample free.
Night Shift; Connecticut gay paper; Box 157, Terryville, CT 06786; monthly; sample $1.
OGRC Newsletter; Ohio Gay Rights Coalition paper; Box 347, Fostoria, OH 44830; monthly; audio tape or large print edition on request; sample 25¢.
Off Our Backs; radical feminist paper with substantial lesbian content; 1724 20th St. NW, DC 20009; monthly; indexed in API and Women’s Studies Abstracts; microfilm, Bell & Howell; audio tape from Feminist Taping for Handicapped Readers (Box 6516, DC 20009); sample 75¢.
The Open Door; newspaper for Utah’s gay community; Box 6175, Salt Lake City, UT 84106; monthly; sample free.
Oregon Gay Rights Report; Oregon lesbian/gay news; Portland Town Council, 320 SW Stark #506, Portland, OR 97204; monthly; sample 25¢.

The Other Paper; Rhode Island gay newsletter; Box 3862; Providence, RI 02911; issued every 5 weeks; sample free.
Our Own Community Press; Virginia-N. Carolina gay & lesbian paper; c/o Unitarian-Universalist Gay Community, 739 Yarmouth, Norfolk, VA 23510; monthly; sample free.
Our Time; area gay news from Oklahomans for Human Rights; Box 207, Oklahoma City, OK 73102; monthly; sample free.
Out (DC); Wash.-Balto. gay entertainment & issues paper; 1522 14th St. NW, DC 20005; weekly; sample 50¢.
Out (PA); gay magazine with western Penna. emphasis; 5907 Penn Mall, Rm. 210, Pittsburgh, PA 15206; monthly; sample free.
Out and About (Manitoba); bulletin of Project Lambda; c/o Gays for Equality, Box 27 UMSU, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2N2; monthly; sample free.
Out and About (Seattle); lesbian-feminist newsletter; c/o Gay Community Center, 105 14th, Suite B, Seattle, WA 98122; monthly; sample free.
Out Front Magazine; Colorado’s gay publication; Box 18597, Denver, CO 80218; biweekly; sample $1.
Out in Montana; Northwest lesbian/gay paper; Box 8896, Missoula, MT 59807; bimonthly; sample free.
PRO/Gram; Toledo’s Personal Rights Organization news; Box 4642 Old West End Sta., Toledo, OH 43620; monthly; sample free.
Paragraph; gay/lesbian fiction & criticism; The Antares Foundation, Box 14051; SF 94114; quarterly; sample $3 individuals, $4 foreign, $.5 institutions.
Parents and Friends of Gays Newsletter; LA area and national news; Box 24565, LA 90024; monthly; sample free.
Part of the Process; Rhode Island lesbian paper; c/o Sarah Doyle Women’s Center, Box 1829 Brown Sta., Providence, RI 02912; issued irregularly; sample free.
Pennsylvania Lesbian/Gay Support Network Newsletter; special outreach to rural gays; Box 4031, Allentown, PA 18102; monthly; sample free.
Plexus; SF-Bay Area women’s newspaper with substantial gay content; 545 Athol Ave., Oakland, CA 94606; monthly; sample free.
The Pride of Arizona; Southwest gay magazine; Box 9550, Phoenix, AZ 85068; monthly; sample 50¢.
Proceedings of the Triangle Area Gay Scientists; news & features for gays in the sciences; Box 1137, Chapel Hill, NC 27514; bi-monthly; sample for SSE.
Pursuit; newsletter of National Gay Archives including book reviews and bibliographies; Box 38100, LA 90038; issued irregularly; sample $2.
RFD; a country journal for gay men; Rt. 1, Box 92E, Efland, NC 27243; quarterly; sample $2.
Record/Review; Evangelicals Concerned’s newsletter & book/periodical review; c/o Ralph Blair, 30 E. 60th, NY 10022; both quarterly; sample free.
S.A.G.A.; newsletter of Spartanburg-Anderson-Greenville Alliance and the Church of the Holy Apostles; Box 1273, Anderson, SC 29622; monthly; sample free.
SAGE Newsletter; by & for older lesbians & gay men; Senior Action in a Gay Environment, 487-A Hudson St., NY 10014; quarterly; sample free.
SDA Kinship; national newsletter for gay Seventh-Day Adventists & friends; Box 1233, LA 90028; monthly; sample $1.
The Scene; Colorado gay newspaper; Box 18449, Denver, CO 80218; issued every 3 weeks; sample free.
Seattle Gay News; Pacific Northwest gay newspaper; 107 Eastlake East, Seattle, WA 98109; biweekly; sample 50¢.
The Sentinel; SF-Bay Area gay newspaper; 1942 Howard St., SF 94103; biweekly; sample $1.
Sexual Law Reporter; national review of legal matters at all levels in area of sexual civil liberties; 1800 N. Highland, Suite 106, LA 90028; quarterly; sample $3.
DIRECTORY OF FACILITIES AND SERVICES FOR GAY/LESBIAN ALCOHOLICS AND CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT PERSONS. National Assoc. of Gay Alcoholism Professionals, 1980. Over 70 entries. ($2.50 prepaid from NAGAP, Box 376, Oakland, NJ 07436.)

GAY AIRWAVES. List of gay radio shows in U.S. & Canada. (75¢ prepaid from John Zeh, 131 Mason St., Cincinnati, OH 45219.)


GAY BUSINESS COUNCILS IN U.S. (list). Over 20 entries. ($1 prepaid from National Assoc. of Business Councils, Box 744 Chelsea Sta., NY 10011.)

GAY CAUCUSES AND SYNAGOGUES IN NORTH AMERICAN RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS (list). (Lutherans Concerned, Box 19114-A, LA 90019, free for stamped reply envelope, #10 size.)

GAY SUBJECTS, SPECIAL FORMATS: BOOKS AND PERIODICALS FOR THE BLIND AND PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED (list). Gay Task Force, American Library Assoc., 1980. Approx. 100 entries. (Three editions: regular print, 75¢ prepaid from Barbara Gittings—GTF, Box 2383, Philadelphia, PA 19103; two-track, 1-7/8 ips cassette tape, $1.50 prepaid from Lambda Resource Center for the Blind, c/o Gay Horizons, Box 1319, Chicago, IL 60690; braille thermofax, grade 2, available on special order from Lambda Resource Center for the Blind.)

GAY TEACHERS ORGANIZATIONS IN U.S. (list). (Gay Teachers Association, Box 435 Van Brunt Sta., Brooklyn, NY 11215, free for stamped reply envelope, #10 size.)

GAYYELLOW PAGES. Renaissance House, publisher. Classified directories of gay/lesbian organizations, businesses & services. National edition & five regional editions: Northeast (except New York & New Jersey); New York & New Jersey; West Coast; Southern; Central U.S. & Canada. (Renaisance House, Box 292 Village Sta., NYC 10014; national edition $7 in U.S., $8.50 in Canada; each regional edition $3 in U.S., $3.50 in Canada; all prepaid; add $1 per book for first-class mailing.)

Helbing, Terry, editor. GAY THEATRE ALLIANCE DIRECTORY OF GAY PLAYS. JH Press, 1980. Over 400 entries, annotated. ($6.95 prepaid from JH Press, 90 Bank St., #5-D, NYC 10014.)

Henderson, Gordon A. GAY LIVES LED: BIOGRAPHIES OF HOMOSEXUAL WOMEN AND MEN (list). Over 350 entries. (Available free from Gays for Equality, Box 27 UMSU, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Man., Canada R3T 2N2.)

Kuda, Marie J. WOMEN LOVING WOMEN: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Womanpress, 1975. Approx. 200 entries. ($2.50 prepaid from Womanpress, Box 59330, Chicago, IL 60659.)

N.A.G.A.P. BIBLIOGRAPHY: RESOURCES ON ALCOHOLISM AND LESBIANS/GAY MEN. National Assoc. of Gay Alcoholism Professionals, 1980. ($2.50 prepaid from NAGAP, Box 376, Oakland, NJ 07436.)


PARENTS OF GAYS SPEAK OUT! Includes Hotline list of key Parents of Gays contacts in U.S. (Parents & Friends of Gays, Box 24565, LA 90024, free for stamped reply envelope, #10 size.)


PLACES OF INTEREST. Ferrari Publications, 1980. Map guide to gay/lesbian bars, baths, & organization & social meetings. Over 3,000 entries; includes 186 maps to 169 cities in U.S. ($10 prepaid from Ferrari Publications, Box 16054, Phoenix, AZ 85011.)

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND DIRECTORIES


Damon, Gene et al. THE LESBIAN IN LITERATURE: A BIBLIOGRAPHY. 2nd ed., 1975. 2500 entries. ($8 prepaid from Naiad Press, 7800 Westside Dr., Weatherby Lake, MO 64152.)
(BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND DIRECTORIES continued)

PROFESSIONAL GAY CAUCUSES LIST. Over 50 entries. (75¢ prepaid from National Gay Task Force, 80 5th Ave., NYC 10011.)

Roberts, J.R. BLACK LESBIANS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. In publication. 1980. 280 entries; photos; directory; index. (Contact author c/o Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge, MA 02139.)


St. John, Stephanie and Nancy Walker. A LITERARY LITERATURE LIST. Lavender Unicorn Press, 1980. Over 50 novels, some poetry; partly annotated. ($1 prepaid from Stephanie St. John, c/o GCN, 22 Bromfield, Boston, MA 02108; list mailed in plain envelope.)


FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Because of time limitations, only films, filmstrips, and slide-tape shows are listed here. The Gay Task Force of American Library Association does collect information on all kinds of audiovisuals. We welcome inquiries (preferably by phone) and will gladly make recommendations of a-v materials for particular needs.

A COMEDY IN SIX UNNATURAL ACTS. 16 mm film by Jan Oxenberg, 1975, b/w, 25 minutes. Iris Films, Box 5353, Berkeley, CA 94705; rental $55, sale $375.

Marvelous in-group satire—a delight for gay audiences. Spoofs stereotype images of lesbians: the wallflower, stompin' dyke, child molester, role player, seductress, and non-monogamous right-on sister. No dialogue; five episodes with music accompaniment, the sixth has a voice reading.


Commentary by a gay man and a lesbian couple, two psychologists of moderate views, and a psychiatrist of the sickness/cure school. Visually rather static. Especially useful for audiences that want a 'balanced' and low-key film.

GAY PEOPLE/STRAIGHT HEALTH CARE. Slide-tape show by Jeri Dilno for Gay Nurses Alliance, 1974, color, 15 minutes. Gay Nurses Alliance/New York, 44 St. Marks Place, NYC 10003; rental $35.

Dramatizations of actual gay patient and gay nurse experiences. A gay man tries to visit his lover who's in intensive care after a heart attack; a gay nurse is afraid to protest staff jokes about gays; a gay youngster with VD sees a doctor with anti-gay views: a lesbian faced with a serious diagnosis needs the open support of her lover to cope; a gay man's arm dressings are neglected by homophobic hospital staff after a visit from his lover. Pioneer use of a-v by a gay professional organization to illustrate gay issues.

GAY, PROUD AND SOBER. 16mm film by Jesus Trevino et al., 1977, color, 21 minutes. Image Associates, 352 Conejo Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93103; rental $35, sale $310.

Alcoholism and alcoholism treatment in Los Angeles' gay community are explored through interviews with recovering alcoholics and comments by experts in the field. A bit talky but well done; handles a difficult subject with dignity and insight. Excellent educational film for gay audiences and helping professionals.

GAY USA. 16mm film by Arthur J. Bressan Jr. and David Pasko, 1977, color, 73 minutes. Kit Parker Films, Carmel Valley, CA 93924; classroom rental (up to 5 days) $75; commercial rental $100; 7-year lease $900.

A celebration film for gay audiences. Scenes of Gay Pride parades in four big cities, intercut with interviews with participants and bystanders. Exuberant spirit, though stretched out too long. A kind of superior home-movies-of-our-costume-party for gay people: fun and fascinating and upbeat for those in the family, but you wouldn't expect outsiders to get as much out of it.

THE HIDDEN MINORITY: HOMOSEXUALITY IN OUR SOCIETY. Filmstrip by Barbara Weisberg, 1979, two color filmstrips with cassettes and phonodics, teacher's guide, total 46 minutes. Guidance Associates, Communications Park, Box 300, White Plains, NY 10602; sale $69.50.

Good introductory material for high school use and for audiences not yet at ease with the subject of homosexuality. Part 1 has teenagers expressing myths and stereotypes about gay people which are answered by adult authority figures. Part 2 is more compelling and touching because of personal sharing by gay people and their relatives. Part 2 (22 minutes) can be shown alone to allow time for class discussion. The gay movement is mentioned but not played up. No comments by or about gay teenagers.

HOME MOVIE. 16mm film by Jan Oxenberg, 1973, color & b/w, 12 minutes. Iris Films, Box 5353, Berkeley, CA 94705; rental $30; sale $240.

Gently and with touches of humor, a young woman shows the unfolding of her lesbianism during a conventional childhood and school days. Includes bits from home movies her parents made of her. A fine autobiographical film.


Good discussion-starter for high school audiences. Two teenage boys planning a rafting trip argue about a third boy suspected of being gay. The point of the film is not to present information about homosexuality but to get viewers to examine their own attitudes towards it.

IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN. 16mm film by Iris Films/Iris Feminist Collective, 1977, color, 53 minutes. Iris Films, Box 5353, Berkeley, CA 94705; rental $70, sale $660.

Eight lesbian mothers, their children, their custody cases. The women are of diverse races and backgrounds. Emphasis on home and daily life. The children speak for themselves. A warm and moving film that sensitively conveys the human elements of lesbian custody issues. [Note: A discussion guide for this film has been prepared especially for use by the American Friends Service Committee. Copies are available to anyone for $1 prepaid from Community Relations Division, AFSC, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102.]


Recommend showing Part 2 only (about 21 minutes). Part 1, about changes in attitudes toward homosexuality, is noticeably dated. Part 3, a question-and-answer approach, is not well realized. Part 2 is still outstanding as a quick introduction to a variety of gay individuals, gay people's feelings, and gay issues. Excellent sequence of a college student's dialogue with her hostile father. Another scene touches on "the little oppressions," such as that non-gays fail to treat gay people's love relationships as significant.

(continued)
LA VENDER. 16mm film by Colleen Monahan and Elaine Jacobs, 1972, color, 13 minutes. Perennial Education, Box 855, Ravinia, Highland Park, IL 60035; rental $25.40, sale $254.

A glimpse at the life of a young lesbian couple, one a seminary student. Too short to examine their relationship in depth, but a positive and wholesome portrayal.

THE NURSE AND HOMOSEXUALITY. Filmstrip by Warren J. Deacon et al., 1975, color filmstrip with cassette, 21 minutes. Part 7 of “Human Sexuality and Nursing Practice” program. Concept Media, Box 19542, Irvine, CA 92714, sale $82.

Effective consciousness-raising material, just as good for non-medical audiences—especially second episode. First episode shows reactions of hospital workers to a gay patient. The second deals sensitively with the social pressures gay people face on and off the job, and the distancing some closeted gays resort to.

A POSITION OF FAITH. 16mm film by Michael Rhodes, 1973, color, 18 minutes. United Church of Christ Audiovisuals: 600 Grand Ave., Ridgefield, NJ 07657, or 512 Burlington Ave., LaGrange, IL 60525; rental $20, sale $300.

Should an openly gay person be ordained to the ministry? A United Church of Christ Association debates and decides. An excellent “balanced” film, slightly weighted toward anti-ordination opinion. Does not attempt to deal with biblical questions. Includes comments by young people the ministry candidate worked with in the church. His ordination was approved.

ROLLIN’ WITH LOVE. 16mm film by Chic Thompson et al., 1977, color, 5 minutes. Focus International, 1 E. 53rd, NYC 10022; rental (3 days) $25, sale $100.

Clever animation uses tennis balls to act out typical gay situations. Cute but not substantial; most effective as an ice-breaker for gay groups or audiences already aware of gay issues.

SANDY AND MADELEINE’S FAMILY. 16mm film by Sherrie Farrell et al., 1974, color, 30 minutes. Multi Media Resource Center, 1525 Franklin St., SF 94109; rental $57, sale $390.

A lesbian couple and their struggle to keep custody of their six children. The children’s feelings are explored. The women are deeply religious and maintain close ties with the church. Includes comments by young people the ministry candidate worked with in the church. His ordination was approved.

SOME OF YOUR BEST FRIENDS. 16mm film by Kenneth Robinson et al., 1972, color, 40 minutes. University of Southern California Film Distribution Center, Div. of Cinema-Television, University Park, LA 90007; rental 1-3 days $13.50, 4-6 days $27, plus $4 shipping/handling; sale $375.

Interviews with a lesbian and a gay man anchor scenes of gay groups’ meetings and marches, a recounting of an incident of police entrapment (still common in some places), and actual footage of an early confrontation between gays and psychiatrists. Sound in group scenes hard to follow.

A WOMAN’S PLACE IS IN THE HOUSE: A PORTRAIT OF ELAINE NOBLE. 16mm film by Nancy Porter and Mickey Lemle, 1975 (film released 1977), color, 29 minutes. Texture Films, 1600 Broadway, NYC 10019; rental $48, sale $395. Excellent documentary about the first openly-gay legislator in Massachusetts and her daily trials and triumphs. Her feminism is neither the overriding concern in her life nor is it irrelevant or incidental. Human and humorous portrait. Winner of Blue Ribbon, American Film Festival.
ABOUT OUR GROUP

The Gay Task Force of the American Library Association (Social Responsibilities Round Table division) was launched in 1970 and was the first openly gay subgroup in a professional association. We work to get more and better gay materials into libraries and out to users, and to deal with discrimination against gay people as librarians and library users. For a lively account of our activities up to fall 1975, see "Combatting the Lies in the Libraries" in THE GAY ACADEMIC edited by Louie Crew (ETC Publications, 1978).

Among our accomplishments: Getting ALA to pass resolutions in 1971 and 1977 supporting the rights of gay people as librarians and library users . . . Breaking open the subject of gay reading for young people, starting with our program at the 1975 ALA conference called "The Children's Hour: Must Gay Be Grim for Jane and Jim?" and our subsequent publication of "Guidelines for Treatment of Gay Themes in Children's and Young Adult Literature" . . . Launching the Gay Book Award to recognize and honor books of exceptional merit on the gay experience. History of the Gay Book Award:

1971 - PATIENCE AND SARAH by Isabel Miller
1972 - LESBIAN/WOMAN BY Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon (Joint award)
1973 - THE GAY MYSTIQUE by Peter Fisher
1974 - SEX VARIANT WOMEN IN LITERATURE by Jeannette Foster
1975 - HOMOSEXUALITY: LESBIANS AND GAY MEN IN SOCIETY, HISTORY AND LITERATURE edited by Jonathan Katz
1976 - No award
1977 - FAMILIAR FACES, HIDDEN LIVES by Howard Brown
1978 - OUR RIGHT TO LOVE edited by Ginny Vida
1979 - NOW THAT YOU KNOW by Betty Fairchild and Nancy Hayward

Our only money allocation is $200 a year from the Social Responsibilities Round Table, our parent group within the American Library Association. We try to have our publications pay for themselves, but do not always succeed in this. To make up any deficit, and for all our other expenses, we depend on donations. So we welcome contributions for our work! Every bit helps and is appreciated! Please make donation checks payable to "Barbara Gittings—GTF" and send to the address below.

ABOUT OUR BIBLIOGRAPHY

The first edition of A GAY BIBLIOGRAPHY was published in January 1971; it had 38 items and was distributed free. This 6th edition has 563 items! Prices are:

1 or 2 copies - $1 each
3 to 9 copies - 85¢ each
10 or more copies - 70¢ each

Canada orders, pay in U.S. money or add 15% for currency exchange. Prices include mailing in U.S. and Canada. Outside U.S. and Canada, add 25% to total for surface mail, 75% for air mail. Orders under $25 must be prepaid. Checks or money orders should be made payable to "Barbara Gittings—GTF" and sent to the address below.

Gay Task Force, American Library Association (Social Responsibilities Round Table)